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I.

Action's Speak houder thnn Words

ft* Abstract

Subjects viewed two videotapes, one depicting a stimulus pexson's self-

description ahd the other depicting that person's behavior in a conversation,

according to a four-way factorial design: perSonality descriptor used qn the

self-deicription ("introvert"\or "extravert") x tYpe of.behavior displayed

durtng the conversation (introverted of extraverted) x order of presentation

(self-description seen-first or conversation seen first) x stirnthus person'

(one of two actri,sses). After viewing the stimuli, subjects rated the

stimulus person on several personality dimensions related to introversion-

eitraversion and made attTi4Uflons-about the cause of her conversation

behavior. Results showed a clear superiority behavioral evidence over

self-description in impact on.the personality ratings. klthough most of

. the personality dimensions Showed significant effec'ts of both the self-

description and the behavior, the latter accounted for much more of the

variance in these ratings. In contrat to previous findings, no order7of-

.presentation effects were found. Subjects tended to attribute the stimulus

person's behavior to her personality in consistent c,onditions (where the

splf-descriptor agreed with the behavior), but tended to attribUte more
;

causality to ituational factors in inconsistent conditions. Several

differences between previous research and the current method of examining

effects of inconsistent personality'information "are noted. The results
4

are discussbd in terms of strategies of information integretion anderrors

in information processing.

if
1



Actions Speak Louder than'Words

When Self-Descriptions Contradict Behavior:

' Actions Do Speak Louder -than Words

in making judgments about another individual's personality, we are

seldom presented with perfectly consistent pieces. of information. A

graduate student who described himself As diligent in his letter of

application might be seen spending most of his first semester relaxing in

'the coffee room, or a colleague who confessesto a terrible temper might

appear to be remarkably self-possessed In frustrating situations. It has

long been part of coMmon wisdom that beVavior is a more. powerful

indicator, of what a person is really like than are self-descriptions.
\

During political campaign candidates rely heavily On the "Actions speak

louder than words" premise, pointing out contradictions between their

opponent's past words and deeds; ministers remind their congregations -that

they. must "Practice what they preach"; and parents recognize the futility

of instrurting *their children to "Do as I say, not as I do.". Although it

has not coined any suckpithy descriptions of the phenomenon, social

psychology seems to have generally acceptei the propositton that actions are

the most potent indicants of personality and ability (Heider, 1958; 'Jones

& Davis, 1965) .

..

Despite the generar acceptance of this assumption, however, social
.

-

psychological research has not directly examined the presumed superiority

of behavior over self-description in shaping personality impressions.

instead,- most theotizing has focused on the effects of inconsistent trait

Information on overs1.1 impressions of stimulus persons. Asch's (1946)

pioneering work on' person perception and impression formation is a prime

example of this aifproach. On the basis of his.classic experiments, Agch

141
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concluded that when.perceivers are given inconsistent information on'

pervnality., they attempt to integrate all c'omponents of the information

Into a unified impeession. tie suggelted that the first"few pieces of

information provide.perceivers with a "set." If inconsisent inTormation

follows, the perceivers look for'shades of meaning jfil the inconsistent

terms that remier t'hem more compatible with the earlter items. Thus,

Asch's early wy4-k and the many studies.that h6ilt upon it (e..g., Cohen,

1961; Gollin, 19,54; Haire fi Grunes, 1950; Kelley, 1950) suggested two

major theoretical propositions: first, tilat perceivers do attempt to form, ,

7--

unified impressions, even when.faced wfith contradictory information; and

5econd, that ivitial informatign may lead to a "change of meaning" of

later inconsistent information.

1
I

A number of theofeticians since Asch (e.g., Anderson, 1965; Anderson &

Jacobson, 1965; Wyer, 1968) haye suggested adApreestrictly mathematical

model of information integration. This weighted-average model of frait

combination proposes that traits are individuully assigned values according

to their valence, their importance to the perceiver, and their relevance t6

the judgment being made; these values are-then averaged together into a

final impression. According to this model, traits that 'are incons stent

with the general impression ai-e given'a lower weighting in the fina

combination.
;

A third major theoretical treatment of personality judgment ba ed on

inconsistent information derives from'attribution theory (Heider, 1958;

Jones $ Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1967, 1973). Attribution theorists have been

less.concerned with the coMbination of large numbers of personality

descriptorselinto an overall impression and more concerned with the cognitive ,

strategies employed when perceivers.&nfront two distinctly contradictory .
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pieees of information about a stimulus person. This attrkbutional approach

examimes both trait-words and behaviors as St mull i and focuses on'the causal

rattributions'perceivers make about the inconsistencies they Observe.
4

Although the main body of attribution research suggests that perceivep

tend to view behaviors as caused by underlying personality dispositions

(Jones t, Nisbett, 1971; Ross, 1977; Snyder F1 Jones, 674), it has been

proposed (Hayden'& Mischel, 1976) fhat if behaviors are extremely inconsistent

'with previou'sly formed impressions, they may not be )s reflecting stable

dispositions, but 'may be dismissed asunihformative or as caused by sitttational

factors.

Although no research within these theoretical,traditions has direct(ly

examined contradictions between self-description and behavior, they do

suggest, hypotheses about the personality judgments made under such cfrcum-
,

stances: (1) overall, behavior shouldjcarry more weight in the final

impression (Heider, 1958; Jones fl Nisbett, 1971; Ross, 1977; Snyder & Jones,

1974); (2) if a bli of behavior contradicts a prev'ious self-description

(or vice versa),'It shoul0 be fntegrated somehdw into the overall impres,O.on

u less, perhaps; the inconsistency is extreme (Asch, 1946; Anderscn, 1965;
-4'

Hayden Mischel, 197,6); (3) in, the overall integration, the piece of4P

information that is given the least weight sh6ld be that which is seen 'as

inconsistent with a Xarger body of evidence, all other factors (valence,

importance .to the perceiver, and so on) being equal (Andex:son, 1965; 4

Anderson & Jacobson,, 1965; Wyer, 1968). Each of these hypotheses is

addreF.sed in the present research.

Despite the lack of direct evidence in these theoretical traditions

on the relative importance of self-description and behavior for personality

impressions, several studies proAride empirical evidence that is indiiectly.
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relevent to this,question. 'art examplovva appears 'that the order in which
,

the pieces 'of contradivtory nformation are presented fq e as important a

determinant of impressions an.the actual informational ontent. Most research

on inconsistency in personality inform:it-ion h4s examinedsuch order effects.

The earliest work, carried out by Asch (19461, seemed to give strong

evidence of a phmaci effeci. Wh n trait-words were presented in a good-to-
,

-bad order, the final impressOn wci.s more fayorable than when they were

prpsented'in a bad-to-good order. The first group of studies designed

specifically to examine primacy and recency effects (Luchins, 1957)

presented subj4)cts with narrative paragraphs about the stimulus person, .
/

I . /
..-

iwho was described in one ptCragraph as an introvert and in the other as an. .

.4

extravert. Tiie final impressions of subjects who read only one paTagraph
t

,

,

were compared.with those Of subjectS who read'bofh, in either.the introverted-

'extraVerted order or the extraveried-introverted order. A strowg primacy

effect was found, an effect that qhas been replicated a number of tivires

(cf. Jones F1 Goethals, 1971). c.

1

Subsequent work on order effects has shown several factors to 'be

tmportant in determining the strength of the priMacy effecte however, and

it is possible, under softie circumstanceso,tct ejimipate it or to produce a

recencr effect. Andersen (1974) has interpreted the main,body of evidence

in the order-of-information stj44es 'as, supporting an attention decrement

explAnatiOnl He Argues that primacy effeets are normr;lly obtained beause

of a passive decrement in attention over 'the several bits of-information;

if the attention ddcrement can-be countered; the primacy effect should

disappear. -This suggests that order'of presentation might be one important
k.

factor in,determining ihe relativeeffects'of self-descrii)tion and behavior,

but that it might only have.a significant influenct) irattention-dectements

-

0.
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Few studi,es have departed from the tradition-of focusing on order

&
effects under conditions that present subjectswith incons,itent traitword

lormation. In one (Mayden Mtsch4,11. 1976): subjects first read paragraphs

deScribing aggressive or stibmissive behamiors of a stimulus'persen and then

read cartoons that depicted the stimulu's person behaving either aggressively
441.,

or submissiVely. They.then made attributions about the ca;-ses of the

stimultis.person's behavior in the cartoon. The results suggested that

subject may adopt two strategies in dealfng with inconsistent information:

they may attPribute inconsistent behaviorS to situational factors, or they

may revise their overall personality impressions so that the behaviors can

e actually be viewed as consistent. Another study (Bryanl& Walbek, 1970)

presented )4p4son's. own words in di.;.ect contradiction to her actions.

Results suggested that, when children viewald a videotaped model who practiced

either genprosity dr'selfishness and preached dither generosity or

'self.i.Shness, the model's actual 6ehavior was more important in determining

chAldren's i,mpressions.. Ratings, of her attractiveness were dependent only

upon her acts, and her acts 44-d a. marOnally significant effect upon the

)childten's later altruistic behavior.

ere is, then, a Aubstantial body of social psychological research

'on th 'udgmenA perceivers make when presented with inconsistent information.

However', there are several-aimensions along which the present research

differs from pre*ious work.' Inthe present study, subjects were given

.

counterbacanced presentations of selfLdescriptive and behavioral information

concerning a stimulus pecson's personality in order to determine the relative

impact of these Iwo types of information on subjects' impressions of her

personality and thbir attributions(or her bghavior. Personality impressions

-
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and attributions formed when the two pieces of information were inconsistent/
"IN

were compared to those formed when the two were consistent. The mosl

important differences betweenthis and previous research can be grouped

into three categories: the stimuli used, the source of the information

given, and the types of inconsistent information provided.

Most previous research on the effects of Inconsistent information on'

Impression formation has used relatively sterile stimuli, the most cOmmon

type of stimulus being the trait-:ftdjective list(Anderson, 1965; Aseh, 1946;

Hendrick & Constantini, 1970; SteWart,- 1965). Occasionally, subjects have

been given narrative paragraphs describing the stimulus person (Hayden &

Mischel, 1976; Luchins, 1957; Rosenkrantz. & Crockett, 1965). 'Only a small

number of studies have used more vivid stimuli such as cartoon drawings

(Hayden & Mischel, 1976), motion frictures (Collin, 1954), or videotapes

(guteental,'Ka;An &4Love, 1970 ; ReedeT & Fulks, 1980). In some instances,

howevr, t ersonplity -information conveyed by these stimuli has not been
Ihr

adequately, assessed prior to their use. In addition, almost all of the

previous research on inconsistency has used stimuli that are strongly
<..._

it

\\
evaluatively valeneed--e.g., friendliness, warmth, or intelligence. In

ontrast to previously-used stimuli, those in the present research were
1

vivid (videotapes) and were exhaustivelx tested to determine precisdly
.1k

what pertonality information they conveyed. Moreover, since the cruciAl

dimension of personality judgment used here--introversion-extraversion--is

not strongly evaluatively valenced (Anderson, 1968), it should allow the

present work to importantly extend previous results. 2

Except for a few studies in which the stimulus person himself or

herself appearson a motion picture film or videOtaue (Collin, 1954; Bugental,

Kaswan, & Love, 1970; Reeder & Fulks, 1980); most previous j.nconsistency
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,

studies leave the soui-ce of the information unspecified (e.g., Anderson,

1965; Asch, 1946Halre & Grunes, 1950; Hayden & Mischel, 1976; Hendrick &

Constantlni, 1970). By makirkg the stimulus perscn thb source of the infor-

mationl the ptesent study attempted to increase thp salience of the incon-,

shktency and to force subjects to confront,it, not allowing them the

st"tategy of disregarding the inconsistent Anformation as coming from a

questionable source. Furthermore, this use of the stimulus person as

source.allows this research to more directly confront the question of

whether a person's actions speak louder than her words.

The types of inconsistent information presented are also crucial here.

Most previous research on inconsistency has pitted a trait description against

a trait deScription or a behavior -descriOtion against a behavidr description

(e.g., Affdersan, 1965; Asch, 1946; TossaTt & DiVesta, 1966; Hayden &!Mischel,
A

1976). In contrast, the present research presents.subjects with trait-behavior

inconSistencies, a pairing that has not been used before but that seems
4

/-to capiure the essence of many realk-world confrontations with incons stency.

In addition, most studies use several piece Of information, occasio ally

making it difficult to pinpoint the locus of the inconsistency. A few

studies, on the other hand, have used only one piece of information

(e.g., Reeder & Fulks, 1980), such that incoasistency is not dirbctly

presented, at all; conclusigns abont the.relative strength of words and

actions can then only.be made by between-group comparisons. The research

presented 14re, hoWever, uses twd--but only two--pieces of distinctly

consiStenfor distinctly ,inconsAstent information%

The goal of'sthe present research was to directly examine the question*

of whether aperson'.% actions are more iiiportant in determining impressions.

_of het' personalitrthan are her self-descriptions. In addition, thts research .

10
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was-designed to examine the role of order effects in the formation of these

impressions, the degree of,integration of Inconsistent information, and

the-causal attributions that are Wide for behavior that contradicts a

self-description.

In Study 1, sets of videotaped stimuli werf tested to determine the

nature of the personalify information they ronveyed. The criterion here was

th'it the self-descriptive stimulus and the behavioral stimulus convey

clearly opposite or clearly identical information about the stimufus

person'g introversion-extravel-sion. In Study 2, subjects watched two

clips of these stimuli, a self:Aescriptive monologue and an overt portrayal

of conversation behavior, in counterbalanced orders. A completely prossed

design was used to vary the type of self-descriptor given ("introvert" or

"extravert") and the type of behavior shown (introrrted or extraverted).

In order to increase the generalizability of the results, two gtimulus persons

were used( Subjects rated the stimulus person on several personality

dimensions, arc(' also-Made attributiuns as to the causes of her behavior in

.the conversation.

Study 1

Method

Subjects. This study consisted of four phases. Tnyhases 1, 2 and,3,

different subjects w ched 'one of the videotapes to be used in Study 2;e-1n

Phase 4, subjects watched two of these'videotapes. Twenty male and female

Brandeis University undergraduates participated in each of Phas6s 1, 2, and
4 . ,

4, an4,1,10 pqrticipated in,rhase 3. These 100 students were recruited for

a study on "personality impressions" and weTe paid for their participation.

Stimuli. Two sraduate actresses from the fheater,arts department of

Brandeis University were recruited 4o play
tt

he parts of the stimulus persons.

it
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as well as an introverted and an extraverted conversation.

.
The four self-descriptive monologues.were all one minute i ength

(- 5 seconds). For these monologues, the actresses' scripts were marked Si ,

seveeal points for them to look up at the camera, such -that each actress looked

at the camera 14 times during each monologue. All thonOlogoe-s-G.ripts were

identical-except for the word "introverted" or "extrhverted". The basic

script began with demographic informationpl'ace of birth, number,of siblings,

. and so on. Following this, the stimulus person mentiond'd attitudes toward

'-school and went on &et a personality self-description. All descriptive
et

0adjectives used in the monologue were chosen to be irrelevant to the dimension

0
of introversion-extraversion (Cantor Mischel, 1977).. At the end of the

personality description, the stimulus persOn said, "...and I'd_say that my

personality is fairly (introverted) (extraverted)." She concluded the

monologue with a statement about her hobbies, which were also chosen to be
,

irrelevant to introversion-extraversion. The actresse were instructed to

A
make their deliveries of the two different monologues as identical as possible

in every respect. Aus, it was hoped that the.only information conveyed by

the self-descrilltive monologues would be the self-descriptive statements

themserVes, with no cues from other sources. :This, of course, was necessary

so that data in Study 2 might clearly be interpreted in terms of "words"

venus "actions."

All conversation tapes presented the sanie unversat,ion between three'

young women. Since the same script WaS used for all mnversations, the only

variable intrUduced into these tapes wirfi the part played by the stimulus

person: she played either the introvert or the extravent. Tn each,tape,

tlie three women entered a room and seated themselves in a: 4emi-circ1e,

.12(-

4
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.>
,expressing discomfort about being "thrOwn together" to get acquainted On

such a short time. One character (the extravert) aNked the others-their

names and then proceeded to describe a-mmtie shq had just seen,. Ouring.this
. ,

conversation, the introvert said very little, and spoke'only when spekeri to.

The neutral character did a moderate amount-of talking iind occasionally.

initiated comtents or questions. .T4,-90trtfersation lasted approximately two

minutes. After the three characters were seated, the camel-a Moved in for a.k

cpse-up of the stimlAr person and remained f(xcused on her.for the remainder

of the conversatio Fach'of the two main'actresses played both the ,introvert

and the extravert, yie ding four ecopver'sation tapes. (A "bit player" played

the neutral character in all tapes.) l'he actresses were' instructed to play

,thelt parts with both their verbal and_their nonverbal behavior,.but to

overacting.

Procedure. -In Phase 1, the 20 subjects viewed one of the four mondlogues

and then Completed personality rat of the stimulus person, inqluding ratings

of shyness'and outgoingness. The 20 subjects in Phase 2 viewed one of the

monologues with the critical word, "introverte d" or "extra verted," deleted:

This was done.in order to determine that the critical word was the only clue

to the Stimulus person's plqcement on the introversion-extraversion dimension.

These subjects completed the same personality ratings as did those in Phase 1.

The AO subjects in Phase 3,,viewed one of the four conversations and then rated,

the stimulus person on these personality dimensions. Finally, the 20

subjects in Phase 4 watched one' of the four inconsistent pairings of monologue

And conversntipn videot,apes (e.g., stimulus person A: "introvert" monologue,

extraverted,conversation), in order to determine if subjects would find the

.pers6nality'rating task'tOo difficult-under these conditions, or if the

ci,

,hypotheses' of. the experiment would be obvious to thet.
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Results and Discussion

All personality ratings were made mi. 40-poNt 'Scales. Mean ratings of

the stimulus person by subjects in Phase 1,. who viewed one complete monologue,

indicate that they did_believe heto be shy when she described herself as in-.

troverted (stimulus person A, M = 29.8;, stimulus person B M = 28.2); in addi-io

tion, they rated her low on the "outgoipg" variable istimulus person A,' M = 11.S;

stimulus person B, M = 8.8). By contrast, subjects who heard the.stimulus

person describe herself as extraverted rated her low on the "shy" variable

(stimulus person A, M = 16.2; stimulOs person.s, M = 11.8) and high on the

"outgoing" variable (stimulus person A, M = 23.4; stimulus personi, M = 30.2).

In. addition, it appears that there were no differences in subjects' perceptions

'4of the two stimulus persons. For both variables, the effect of the type of

self-description was statistically significant: shy,eF(1, 16) = 12.42, E.< .003;

outgoing, F(1,16)'-= 40.97, p. < .001. Furthermore, there was no significant.main

+feet of simidus person for either variable andlho sigpjficant interaction be-

tween stimulus person pnd self-description.

Subjects in Phase 2 viewed'one monologue with the critialndescriptor,

"introverted" or"extraverted" , omitted. Their personality ratings suggest

that, indeed, only.minimal cues concerning introversion-ex aversion were .

present in other aspects of the monologues (nonverbal behaviors, other

statements made in the monologue, paraverbal cues, etc.). Here, there were

no significant main effects or interactions (all F's!4.1.81.

j

Results of Phase 3 indicate that in the conversations the introverted -

eharactei= is indeed seen as introverted, and the extraverted character is

seen,as extraverted. The former is rated high on introversion (stimulus person

A, M 32.14 stimulus person B, M = 31.0)pnd low on extraversion (stimulus_ .

person A, M . 4.1 ; stimulus person B, M . 6.0). The latter, by contrast,
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is rated loW on introversion (stimulus -person A, = 9.1; stimulus person

B, N = 5.9) and high on extraversion (stlillulus pen;on 11, M = 28.7; stimulus

person.B, Mk= 33.4). In additlen, this effect 'seems to beequally strong

for both stimulus persons. The main effect of conversation type'(the

character playedN the stimulus person'in the conVersatiN) is statistically

significant for botfl variables: introvertedF(1,39) = 112.69, E.(.061;

extraverted, 1(1,39) = 166.37, p-c.001. Neither the main effects of stimulus

person nor the interactions are statistically significant.'

None of the subjects in Phase 4, who viewed two inconsistent tapes,

found the personality rating task impossible or even very MifficOlt, and

none expressed suspicions that the purpose of the study was to examine

impressioni based on inconsistent information.

Overall, then, these-videotapes meet the criteria for stimuli to be

used in Study 2. The monologues do convey clear information about the stimulus

person's introversion or extraversion, 'but only through the one critical

self-descriptive word% The convers,tions convey similarly clear information.

.

"the two actresses aivear to fiSre given equivalent performances.in both the

monologues and the conversations. Moreover, 0o4th sets of stimuli appear to

be believable. No subject expressed any doubts that tlie stimulus person

maynot have been reading a self-description that she .had written, and only.a

small minority (four) of thp 60 subjects in Phases'3 tin() 4 expressed

suspicions that the conversations were not spontaneous.
.

Study 2

'Method

Subjects and design. Subjects Were 160 male and female undergraduates

at Brandeis University who pafticjpated in partial.fulfillment of a course

requirement. There were 10 subjects in each of the 16 conditions formed
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by the four-way faCtorial design: -type of self-des"criptive monologue

("introverted" or "extraverted") x type of conversation behavior (introverted,

.or e;traverted) xforder C.)--Tentation (mOnologue-conversation or conver-sation-

;monologue) x stimulus person (actress A or actiTss

Procedure. .Subjects participat4-in small groups of three to five.

Before the start of,each session, subjects were shown a pic ire of the

stimulus person; any.subject who knew her was asked to leave. SUbjects were
Ai

told that they would watch a_set of videotiipe ant4 would later be asked to

give thear impressions of the main person they saw on the tal)es.' The
.

expelimenter explained that the peopl,eriin the tapes were subjects 'from a

previous study who had been asked- tWome to the laboratory to particjpate

in a variety of different tasks. According to the cover story, one of the411,

1,

tasks these subjects had been asked to perform was to write a shdYt

monolque ab cut themselves. Each subject had supposedly been given ten

minutes tplwrite this self-description and tias then asked to read what

she had written while being taped.

The experimenter continued by stating,that -these subjects had returnep

to the.laboratory at a later date and, were randomly put together in 000ups

-of three Each group had supOosedly been 'given 111 to 2 minutes for a

getting-acqrqed conversation that was not to include a discus$.ion of their

_backgrounds, e ucation, oi- work.3 The experimentei explained that a hiddtn

camera and microphone had surreptitiously recorded this conversation.

Dependent measures. The dependent measures were all obtained by

questionnaires administere'd after subjects viewed the videotapes. These

measures can be grouped into three categories: (1) Personality impressicns.
....?,

. 4 ' .1

SubjectS used continuous rating scales to rate the stimulus person On
.

.the two major personality dimension.s>shY" and !'outgoing,"
4

as well as

. .

_ .,
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several dimensions which
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have been shown to c9rve1hte with these (Cantor

Mischel, 1977): friendly, reserved, self-assured, timid, and.withdrawn.

in addition, several, other personality items were rated, including: social

competence, spontaneity, ability.to relate to others, ilbility to adjust to

V
new-situations, a d s-elf-knowledge. .(2) Attributions. Sitbjects- were asked\

-to use continuou, rating scales tO rate the extent to which they felt the

, stilimlus person's behavior in the conversatjon wns 'caused by the *ftuation,
. 7

g her own personality, andsthe other people talking with her. (3) Use of

information. Open-enaed questions at the end of the.questionnaire asked

subjects (a) if there was anything about the two-tapes that they 'coffsi4red

especially not6worthy; (b),on what specific pieces of information from the,/

two tapes they-had based their rhtings of the variables "outgoing" and "shy";

(c) which piece ff information--the self-description or the conversation--
,

they fount.i.most seful in making their ratings', and why; and,(d) if they
41"

felt they had re eived conflicting information, what specific inconsistencies

they had noticed, to what they attributed those inconsistencies, and how

they resotved ihe contradiciton when forming their final impressions.

These questions were included in order to determine wheither subjects in, the

incdnsistent conditions did indeed perceive the,inconsistency between the

elf-description and thecbnversational behavior,und ho they dealt with title

Aneonsistency.

Results and Discussion

Manipulation'checks. In order to determine whether the critical wofd

in the monologues, "introverted" or "extraverted," was Clearly heard by

subjects, they were asked to do a'free recall of statements made in the

moncilogue,after alt other ratings had been made. One hundred twenty-t r

7

r-
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of 09 160 subjects (77%) mentioned the critical word or a synonym in fiee
-

recall. Mere were'no sIgniffcant differences between conditions in- r4ca.11

,

of the criftical word. In addition, on the opentended questions about,

..conflicting information, 64 of the 80 subjects in -the inconsistent

-

',10enditionN (8)%) respyt there was an inconsistency
,

(
onded that ley f

between the stimulus personis extraverted/introverted behavior_during the .

conversation and her Antroverted/extraverted self-description.

Personality ratings. A factor analysis of all the personality,

vgriables revealed essentially one mainIpctor that can be labeled

"extraversion-introversion." Several variables loaded'high on this factor;

seven loaded positively (outgoing, friendly, self-assured, social competence,

spontaneity,_ability to relate to others, and ability to adjust to new

situations), and four loaded negatively (shy, reserved, timid, withdrawn).

All of these vIriables corretated significAptly with one another, and the

correlations were all greater than -.SO. Thus, a combined extraversion-

introversion-index was forme* for 'each subject by summing the ratings on'

the seven extraversion" variables and subtracting the ratings on the four

"introversion" variables. The means, reported in Table 1, reveal,,first,

that both the seLf-descriptive monologue and the conversation had an important

Insert Table 1 about here

impact on the'personality ratings. Subjects who viewed the "extraverted"

monologue or the extraverteed conversation rated the stimulus person as high

on extraversion and low on introversion. Likewise, 'those who viewed the

"introverted" monologue or the introverted conversation rated- the stimulus

10
person high on introversion and low on extraversion. Pour-way-analyses of

s

variance, therefore, 'revealed signfficant main effects oiethe monologue,

f
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F(1,144) . 25.00,11.4.001, and of the conversation, F(1,144) = 408.3 ,

-All other main.Affects and interactions were nonignificant, with the

exception of the monologue x stiMulus pereon interaction, 1±(1,144)
#

1.97

14!A05. This interaction suggests that for the extraverted monolo stimulus

person A was seen as somewhat more extraverted than person'13; fOr c introverted

monologue, stimulus person A was seen as.sonewhat more introverted than person B.

,

The individual variables that made up the combined index all showed

. similar patterns of main effects. Indeed, all variables included in the inclx

showed significant offe(As of the on.versation, and most (reserved, outgoing,

1
.

shy, self-assured, timid, withdrat .; and social competence) showed main
--\

effects of the monologue. These e#fects were particularly strofig for the two

miitn,personality dimensions: "outgoing" (monologue, F(1,144) = 25.11, EL-001;

converSation, F(1,144) = 277.05, R.c..001) and "shy" (monologue, F111,144).= 43.54,.

E.c.001; conversation, F(1,144) = 332.39, il-c.001). Neither variable showed

any main effects for\rcder of presentation or stineis person. FOT both

variables, the two-way interactions were all nonsignificant, as was the four-way

; 5
interaction.

)
These personality ratings, then, provide a strikingly clear picture 'of

,

what happens when self-descriptions on introversion-extraversion contradict

actual introverted or extraverted behavior. Although bOth.self-descriptions

and behaviors have a significant impact npersonality impressions, it

appears that actions do speak louder than words. For each one of the eleven

personality dimensions relevant to introversion-extraversion, and for the

combined Index, the effect of the conversation was stronger Ow the effect

of the monologue. In order to assess the relative impacts of these sources

Npf informatil, percents of variance accounted for by monologue and conversation

were calculated for each of the variables (Hays, 1973). these values

. 19
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illustrate the clear superiority of riehavioral evidence over self-description

In this study. For example, the conversation accounts for 60.4% of the

vaTiance in the ratings of "outgoing," and 04.7% of the iiarcance in the

ratings of "shy." By contrast, the monol4e,accounts for only S.3% and

7.9% of the-variance in ratings of these two variables, respectively. Op

t4,..c.zombined index, the conversation accounts for 68.4% of the variance,

while the monologue accounts for only 3.6%. Over all the variables, the

percent of variance,accounted for by the conversation is at least five

times greater thaR that accounted for by the monologue, and it ranges as

high as 420 times greater.'

It is interesting to nofe that no order effects were obtained on any Gof

the personality variables, in sharp contrast to previous resetirch (e.g., Luchins,

I" 1957) which has consistently demonstrated primacy effects. As reported

earlier, Anderson (1974) has suggested that order effects may be due to a

decrement in attention over several pieces of inforilation. According to

this explanation it may be argued that, perhaps because the stimuli in this
4

experiment were so vivid and the presentations so br.lef, subjects' attention

did not decrease over the course of stim9lus presentation RI, much as it might

shave if written stimuli had been used.

Attributions and use of information. Using three separate scales,

subjects had been asked to rate the degree to which tiley attributed the

stimulus person's behavior in the conversation to her personality, the

situation of being in a getting-acquainted conversdtion, or the other two

individuals with whom she was interacting. Most of the significant effects

in these ratings appear in the perKality attributions (see Table 2). In
\g*

Insert Table 2 about here
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,

these attributions:there was a significant monolOgue x i-onversatiCin interaction',
1'4

F(1,144) - 7.16/; p <)401. tnspection.ofthe means for these ratings r'eveals a

clear pattern: the 'st:imulus persDn's behavior is rated as more- due to her

personality in consistenfikconditioM than in inconsistent conditions. In

addition, a significant main effect of monologue (F(1,144) = 7.58, R.c...(1)

i.ndicates that subjects seeing the introverted monolome rated personality
1

-

a stronger influence on behavior Ihan did su cts seeing the 'extraverted,

monologue. Finally, a monologue x conversation x stimulus person

-interaction, F(1,144) = 9.72, p_..01, reveals th4t the previously mentioned

monologue x conversation interaction is only strong in rhtings of stimulus

A)erson A.
6

\I

/

A yibutions of behavior to the..Situation are in some ways comPlementary

to the personality attributions. In these attributions, a significant

monologue x conversation x stimulus person interaction, F(1,144) --: 8.641

EL-4.01, reveals that, for stimulus person A, the inconsistent conditions
y l

.

are rated higher on situational influences\than are the consistent conditions.

This;-of course, mirrors the finding that consistent conditions were ra)ed
,

0

higher on perSonality influences than inconsistent conditions. Unfortunately,

this pattern was not obtained for stimulus person 13.
7

4110
4 ' Subjects' Attribution of the stimulus person's behavior to the other

two individttals in the conversation ievealed.no main effects or interactions.

In addition, there were no effects of order of presentation on any .of the

attribution variables.

It is surprising and somewhat puzzling that there w re significant

stimuli', person effects on the attribution ratings, parti larly when there

were virtually no such effects on the personality ratings: However, despite

these effects, a pattern does begin to emerge: the conversation behavior .
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is seeh as due te))Diersdnality when Ft Is consistent with the self-description,

but due to sLtaational influences when it in- incon-sisteLt with thea5elf-descriptfon.

oThis interpretation is supported by subjects free reSponses on one of the

use-of-information questions. When asked (if they did see an inconsistency) 411

to what they attributed that inconsistency, only 5% of those who did notice

the incodsistency in the inconsistent conditions attributed it to the stimulus

person's personality. , In sharp contrast, 47% attributed the inconsistenoy

to some aspect of the situation.

Many of the responses to the open-ended use-of-information questions
.1 4 (--+.....

.11support the conclusion that the conver)atiOn was more important than the

self-description in the personality judgments. Of all subjects in the

inconsistent conditions, 70% said that they found the .conversa

more useful to them when deciding on their ratings. When asked on what

specific infoNation.from the tapes they had based their scale ratings of

the variable "Outgoing," 82.5% of the subjects'in the incoAtent

conditions mentioned informatidn available only from the conversation. In

answering the same question about their ratings of the "shy" variable,

66% mentioned only the conversation. In resolving the inconsistency, 48%

40 the subjects spontaneously.stated that they used the conversation to a

greater degree, while only 9% said they had used the monologue more. A

sample of subjects' explanations for this superioqty of behavioral information

suggests that they felt the conversation revealed the person's true personality,

while a self-description could be unreliable: "conversation IS what she

is really like,"'"conversation is not opinion," "had to be herself in conversation,"

"she describes the way she would like to be," "self-images can be deluding,"

and "Self-description net always true."

A

Finally, tvio scale ratings that subjects wero asked to make along with the

, personalSy rdtings provide additional insight into the way they apprOached
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their task. Subjects' ratings of their confidence in .thei lir personality

, judgments of the stimulus person revealed a,significanf moneloOe x conversation

- interaction, F(1,144) r 17.09, u.001; isubjects wetc much more confident

of Icir ratings in the consistent than tlie inconsistent conditions. .1his

suggets that although conversational behavioY was relied upon much more

heavIty in personality judgments, subjects did not by Any means.ignore the

self-descriptions. These self-descrIptions not only had a significant

impact on the final ratings but, when they disagreed with"behavioral evidence,

ther-taused subjects to question the validity oOtheir personality assessments.

This same monologue x conversation interaction was found in subjects'

ratings of the stimulus person's seif-knowledge, P(1.,144) = 10.13, p_<.002;<\_,

her self-knowledge was tated as much higher in the consistent than the

inconsistent conditions. It seems that, when confronted ivith an incOnsistency,

subjects decided that the stimulus person did not know herself well, allowing

them to place mfich mo/e stock in the cOnversptional behavior than in the.

possibly delusionary self-descriptton.

ir

'1.
there was a significant main effect of monologue on most of the variables. In

addition, the introvdrted monologue-introverted conversation conditions were

General Discussion

This resarch suggests that, when people are confronted with an

Inconsistency between an individual's self-description and behavior, actions

rallyldo speak louder than words. Results from Study 2 revealed that

conversatIonal behavior accounted for a much larger ,percentage of the variance

in all the introversion-extraversion personality variables than did Self-

description, and subjects' answers to open-ended questions made clear their

greater reliance upon the behavior in forming judgments about the stimulus

person. It is alsCi\clear, however, that the self-descriptions were not ignored;

t
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0 rated higher on intr6vers1on .than were the extraverted'monologue-introverted

conversation conditions, while the.extraverted monologue-extraverted

conversation conditions were rated higher on extraversion than were the

intrverted monologue-extraverted conversation conditions. Thus, as Asch

11946) proposed in the earliest social-psychological work on inconsistent

personality information, an integration of bits of Information does

occur; seldom is a bit of infermation ignored, even if it is blatantly

contradictory:

Interestingly, the i e ation integration in this study was not

influenced by the well-docuMented order-of-presentation effects that vrevious

researchers have ideotified. There was no evidence of any primacy or ,

recency effects for the personality or attribution ratings. Ahderson (1974)

has suggested that order effects are due to attention decrements over several

pieces of information; in this study, the two videotapes were such vivids

stimuli and were presented in such close proximity over a brief period of

time (less than five minutes) that attention decrements were quite unlikely.

Since theseeitimuli can probably be considered closer to real-world information

about pergonality than the written materials usually used in previous

studies, the present results raise questions about the extent to which order

effects would be found outside the laboratory, and the conditions under which/

stich effects would be expected,

)e°
It could'be ,argued that the present study was not an hppropriate test

of whether actions spipk louder than words bepause the "absolute strength"

of the self-descriptive and the behavioral information might not have been

truly equal. However, such an argum4 is a weak one. Tbe pretest subjects'

judgments of the stimulus pervon's personality, on the basis of information

obtained from only the monologUe or the conversation, revealed mean scale
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ratings for the two types of information that were in,very close proximity.

In pper'words, subjects who viewed only the "introvert" monologue rated

te stimulus person (is approximately as shy a3 did subjects who viewed

only the "introvert" conversation. The same held true for the "extravert"

mondlogues and conversations. Ultimately, of coutsp, it Is not possible to

assess th "true" absolute strength.of either pieoe of information. Clearly,

when the two were pitted against each Other the self-descriptive monologue

did appear to be weaker; this, however, is precisely the phenomenon described

by the phrase, "Actions speak louder than wofds.."

In proposing mechanisms by which this phenomenon might operate, it is

important to consider just how subjects inthe inconsistent conditions of

Study 2 went ibout making their personality judgments. There is some eVidence

from cognitive rchology (Loftus, 1979) that subjects reject itantly

contradictory information, and the-Inconsistency.prvented to subjects here

can certainly be considered blatant. The failure of subjects in the present
sr

study to completely reject one of the pieces of information, however, can be

explained by some clear differences between this and the previous research.

hoftus (1979) presented subjects with visua/1 information (pictures of a crime

being committed) that was to be factually recalled, and afterwards presented

some of those subjects with a bit of tnformation from another source that

was clearly inconsistent with what they had seen. In contrast, subjects in

the current study were not asked to recall factual information in giving

their personality ratingp, but were asked to form impressions based on what

they had seen. The tendency to completely discount Inconsistent information

might have been overcome because, due to the natuA of the stimuli used and

the judgments to be made in the present study, there were mechanisms by

which that information could be integrated into the overall impression--

tr
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such as deciding that the stimulus person was responding to situational

pressure. In addition4.since both pieces of information in this study came

from the same source--the stimulus peronwherself--information rejection by

doubting the credibility of the source was made relatively unlikely as a

mechanism of inconsistency tesolution.

The present data do suggest that subjects made use of at feast two

4
mechanisms in attempting to deal with the inconsistency, two mechanisms

that might have been used stmultaneously. On the one hand, subjects

seemed to see the inconststency as caused by situational factorsiiTing1ng

upOn the stimulus person during the conversation. On the other hand, ttley

\
decided that the inconsistency was due to a lack of self-knowledge in the

A stimulus person, that her self-description was somehow biased. Tn essence,

the first strategy involves the discounting of the behavioral informationJ.%

as indicative of personality,and the second strategy involves the discounting

,of the self-descriptive information. .The use of both attributional strategies
-

in combination would seem_to be less than totally rational since, in making

their personality ratings, subjects behaved ps if both pieces of information

were to be believed to at least some extent. it may be that this logIcal

error in the use of information arose from a general confusion that subjects

in the inconsistent conditions were 'experiencinga confusion that was

reflected in the low levels of confidence they expressed ih Iheir personality

ratings.

%
Although it does seem consistent witp common wisdom, there are two

senges in which a greater yeliance oh "actions" than 4Words" may, in some

circumstances, be considered an error in procesing social information.

First, it can be-seen as an eximple of the fundamental,attribution er.ror

(Ross, 1977), by which perceivers tefid to overestimate the role of personality
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factor in causing behavior and underestimate the role of situational

influences_ In essence, "behavior engulfs the field" (Heider, 1958),

leading perceivers totassume that actions bespeak an indiavidual's true,

enduring dispoSitional tendencies... It has been repeatedly demonstrated

(e.g., Jones & Harris, 1967) that subjects will attribute a person4s behavior

to his or her personality, even when clear s lational pressures were operating,

on Ahat peryon. In the present study, info?mation froM the behavioral

source carried much more weight in influencing personality ratine than did

inform'ation'from the self-description. Thusven though subjects tended
tf

'to attribute the inconsistency tolsituational influences on conversational
riot

s ,L4t-
behavior, this did not sufficiently influence their personality ratings%

.

They Still behaved as if that b'ehavior were caused solely by pefsonaljty

factors,

. In addition, the subjecW strong relhtive weighting of behavioral"

information over self-descriptjve information can be viewed as a failure to

adequaiely use consistency information in making their judgments. As

-

proposed by Kelley (1967, 1973), consistenCy information is provided by

evidence that an individual behaves in a consistent manner across time.

Although it appears in a somewhat impoverished form, consistency information

was provil-ed to subjects in this study 13sy the stimulus person's own assertion

about her personality. Since introversion-extraversion is not a personality

dimension with strong evaluative connotations, we might expect-that subjects

would take the'stimulus person's statemdht as a credible summary of her

behavior acrosS t Indeed, we might expect such,information tO be

-considered hs Mre reliable than the behavioral evidence prov4fred in a

heavily constrained two-Minute getting-acquainted conversation with two

strangers in a rdychology laborlitory. It, however, was not accepted as such,
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and this "consistency" information wric discounted to a large exterit when

It contradicted behbviovIl evidence.

The present study suggests-that, in everyday personality percep(on,

we do form ImpresSions on the implicit assumption that actions speak

louder than words; there is Q'ven some rpson to believe that ordinarily

the relative preference for actions may be'even more extreme than it was.

here. In this research, botil pieces of information were brief and the

evidence on introversion-extraversion was presented in a strqightforward

manner. Rarely in everyday encounters is information packaged so neatly,

and rarely is the contradiction so blatant as it was here. If, with such a
4

clear inconsistency between.words and deeds, subjects *ere so willing to

rely on the latter, we can speculate that with less blatani'contradictions,

perceiversmay be even more confident in looking to behavior as an accurate

reflection of the person within.

jt".;,T ,`
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1

One recent article, "When Actions Speak Louder than Words: Implicational

Schemata and the Attribution of Ability" (Reeder 6 Fulks, 1980) seems, on

the basis of its-title, to directly address the question posed here. The

research presented yore, however, was not designed to pit self-description

against an instance of behavior and examine subsequent personality impressions..

Instead, subjects were given *only a self-deséription or an instance of

behaVior and were asked to make causal attributions for high or low levels of

skill presented.

'For examll, in Antlerson's (1968) ranking of 555 trait Adjectives on

likeablenes*s, "intelligent" was ranked 7, "warm" was ranked 16, and "friendly"

waS ranked 19. In contrast, "outgoing" was ranked 171 and "shy," was ranked

256.

3This was used as part of the cover story to make it plausible to

subjects that the tonversants did not discuss anything Personal in their

"getting acquainted" conversation. The topic of the conversation--a recent

movie--was designed to be as neutral as possible in its content.

4T
he terms "extraverted" and "introverted" were not used because

these were the terms u§ed in the monologue.
Or

5
There was a significant three-way interaction between monologue,

conversation, anlik stimulus person for the variable "shy," 170,144) .7 7.52,

2.-..0l. Inspection.of the means for this variable reveals that for stimulus

lipe n A, 'for the extraverted conversation, the differences between the

"extraverted" monologue and the "introverted" monologue are more pronounced

)
,

,
than they are for stimulus person . However, for both stimulus persons,

4-1
// the pattern of means is the sqme.

,For Ole other variables-included in the combIlied indeX, verY few
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significant interactionS were obtained, and none of these revealed an)A

patrerns differ nt from those that had been obtained for the variables

"shy" aod "outviing" and the combined Index,
v

(IT
here Were some other stimulus person effects on the personality

attributions. A main effect of stimulus person, F(1,144) = 7.47, E.c.01,

indicated that, overall, person B was rated higher on personality influences

than was person A. in addition, there was a signifivcant conversation x

stimdlus person interaction, F(1,1449 = 4.02, uc.05: for person B, the

introverted conversation was rated higher on personality influences, but

for person A, the extraverted conversation was rated higher.

7
A main effect of stimulus person, F(1,144) = 4.24, 11.04, imitcates

.that, Agerall, stimulus person A was rated higher On sittuatiopal %tifluences

than was person B.

4.
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MONOLOGUE 'MONOLOGUE

ExtrAverted 'Introverted Extraverted Introverted

CONVERSATION

erExtrIrted

Introverted

'64.108 120.60

177.80 134.40 141.30

3.70 -42.90 -3.60

24.40 -40.70 16.90

STIMULUS PERSON A

150.60

r 143:80

"\\22.50

// -39.60-

STIMULUS PERSON 13

.Note. yhe combined .el'dex was lormed by sumiqng the extraversion

personality ratings for each subject and subtracting the introversion

persoriality ratings.
-

0
a
The first number in each.cell is the mean for those subjects who

viewed the monologue first.

b.The second num4or in each cell is the mean for those subjects who

viewed the,conversation

4,
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'Table 2

Attributions, of the Stimulus Person's Conversation Behavior

CONVERSATION

to Her Personality, Study 2

MONOLOGUE

Extraverted Introverted

30.4'
Extraverted

32.3
b

Introverted

28..5

28.8

19.3, .31.4

19.7 32.4

MONOLOGUE

Extraverted Introverted

26.9 32.8
C.

32.1 32.0

( 31.5 32.4

30.5 33.1

1
STIMULUS PERSON A STIMULUS PERSON B,

Note. These ratings were made on a 40-point scale.
m. . I

indicates more of the behvior attributed -to personality.

a
The first nuipber in each cell is the mean for those subjects who

higher ,number

viewed thc monologue first.

b
The second number in each cell is the mean for those subiects who

'viewed the conversation first!
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